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FOR STUDYING the stability of smooth mappings between smooth manifolds, there are 
two main theories. The differentiable theory of Mather[6] gives an explicit description 
of C”-stable mappings but these mappings are only dense in a range of dimensions 
called the nice dimensions. The topological theory due to Thorn and 
Mather[7,8, 11, 121 gives a dense set of CO-stable mappings for all dimensions, but 
there is almost no information about the properties of these mappings. We would like 
to understand how these theories are related in the nice dimensions where stable 
mappings of both types are dense. In one direction, we ask whether in these 
dimensions the CD-classification for Cm-stable germs would be strictly finer than a 
topological classification. It is shown in [l] and [2] that this is not the case; the C” and 
topological classifications agree. In the other direction, we wish to know whether 
there are CO-stable mappings that are not C”-stable, and whether we can characterize 
those that are. We will show, in fact, that because there is a satisfactory answer to the 
first question, we can also answer the second. Our aim here is to characterize those 
CO-stable mappings which are C--stable when the source is compact. To describe this 
characterization, we recall that if f: N-P is C”-stable, so is f X 1: N X M+P x M. 
With this in mind we define 
Definition. A CO-stable mapping f: N-+P is stable under suspension or just 
S-stable if f x 1: N x Tk + P X Tk is Co-stable for all k-tori Tk k 2 0. 
We also have another type of Co-stability resulting from the stratification pro- 
cedure of the Thorn-Mather theory [8]. We will call this mt-stability. Then, there is the 
following relation between these types, ordinary Co-stability and C”-stability. 
mt c$= C” 
In this paper, we will complete the outside of the diagram with 
THEOREM 1. In the nice dimensions with N compact, if f: N--+ P is S-stable then it 
is C”-stable. 
May141 has given a simple example of a proper smooth mapping f: R’-+R’ which is 
CO-stable but not C--stable (however, the homeomorphisms for Co-stability are not 
close to the identity). This example also fails to be S-stable: however, the source is 
not compact. This leaves open the question of whether there is a similar example in 
the nice dimensions when N is compact. 
To indicate the idea of the proof, we point out the existence of the above cited 
example is, in part, due to the Co-equivalence of a non-C”-stable germ, y = x3 at 0, 
with the cm-stable germ, y = x at 0. However, the C”-classification for the nice 
dimensions guarantees this cannot remain true if we look at all deformations unless 
the germs were C”-equivalent. Thus, we can examine perturbations of mappings to 
determine their properties. In particular, we are interested in using the charac- 
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terization of C”-stable mappings as those which are multi-transverse to the contact 
class orbits in the jet-bundles[6, V]. 
May in [4,.5] used a perturbation method to obtain partial results about another 
type of topologically stable mapping. We modify this perturbation technique to make 
effective use of the Co-classification of stable germs. To carry out the perturbations, 
we use the unfolding of a mapping of finite singularity type, due to Mather[7]. 
Applying the perturbations within the unfoldings, we can prove that-S-stable map- 
pings are multi-transverse to the contact class orbits. In fact, the method shows that 
even outside of the nice dimensions the S-stable mappings with simple local algebras 
are Cm-stable (Corollary 4.6). Because the perturbations are carried out in the global 
unfolding, the statements differ somewhat from the originally announced statements; 
however, the main results still follow in exactly the same way. 
The author would like to especially thank John Mather for suggesting the pos- 
sibility of using such perturbation techniques to obtain these results. 
$1. UNFOLDlNGSANDTRANSVERSALITY 
We wish to perturb a mapping which is non-transverse to a singularity submanifold 
of a k-jet bundle in such a manner that we can control the behavior of the particular 
singularity set for the perturbed mapping. To carry this out, we will use the unfolding 
of a mapping of finite singularity type due to Mather. 
For this we recall that a fiber square of smooth manifolds and maps is a 
commutative diagram 
X(-Y 
i’ T T e 
w-z 
8’ 
where everything is C”, f is transverse to g(i.e. if f(x) = g(z) = y then Df(T,X) + 
Dg(T,Z) = T,Y) and W is the fiber product of X and 2. 
With this we define 
Definition. Let f: N+P be a C”-mapping. Then, a stable unfolding of f is a 
proper Cm-stable mapping F: N’+P’ together with a fiber square. 
NCi- N’ 
/ 
I I 
F 
PC, P’ 
such that both i and j are closed embeddings. 
We also recall the class of mappings for which this notion proves to be useful. A 
Cm-mapping f: N+P, with N compact, is said to be of finite singulatity type if 
O(f)/tfO(N) is a finitely generated C(P)-module, where the notation is exactly that of 
[7,§71, 
Then, the two key properties of such mappings are: 
(I) The mappings of finite singularity type form an open, dense subset of C”(N, P) 
with respect to the Whitney topology[7,7.1]. 
(2) A C”-mapping f: N+P, with N compact, is of finite singularity type if and only 
if it has a stable unfolding[7,7.2]. 
To state a basic property for fiber squares we need another definition 
Definition. A submanifold r C JL(n, p) will be called a singukrn’ty submanifold if r 
is Xk-invariant. 
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Remark. I- is a union of 5Yk-orbits and, thus, is determined by a set of algebras {Qk} 
associated to the XC’-orbits; thus, a corresponding r can be defined for any Jk(m, 4): 
however, it may not in general be a submanifold except in the important case which 
we next consider. 
There is a natural inclusion Jk(n, p)kJk(n + r, p + r) sending f’“‘-(f X I’)“‘. 
LEMMA 1.1 In /“(n + r, p + r), J’(n, p) is transverse to all singularity submanifolds. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that J’(n, p) is transverse to all xk-orbits. This, 
in turn, follows by an explicit computation of the tangent spaces to 5Y”-orbits[6, III]. 
A singularity submanifold r yields a subbundle of Jk(N, P), so for a smooth map 
f: N-tP we denote j’(f)-‘(T(N, P)) by r(f). When we say that f is transverse to r we 
mean, of course, that j’(f) is. 
As a corollary of the lemma we have 
COROLLARY 1.2. A C” germ f: N, x-+P, y is transverse to r iff the suspension 
f x 1: N x R’, (x, O)-+ P X R’, (y, 0) is. 
Proof. We may assume f: R”, O*RP, 0; and we denote the inclusion 
j: J’(n, p)C,J’ (n + r, p + r). Then D(j’(f x l))(T,,,,R”“) = Dj(D(j’(f))T,R”) + T4R’, 
where AR’ = diagonal (R’ X R’)C- R”” X Rp+’ (u, u)+-+((x, u), (y, u)). 
Since TAR’ C TT(R”+‘, Rpc’) = T(T X R”” X Rp+r), f X 1 is transverse to r at (x, 0) 
iff D,(D(jkf)(7’,R”) spans TJ’;(n + r,p + r)/Tr iff f is transverse to r at x by the 
lemma. 
We next state the main relation between fiber squares and transversality. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let F: N’-+P’ be a smooth mapping transverse to r and g: 
P -+ P’ a proper smooth mapping transverse to both F and F 0 j where j: r(F) 4 F. 
We have the diagrams which are fiber squares. 
I-(F)& N’F’P’ 
8-T ~ Tee , Tg 
rfc,N--+P 
Then, f is transverse to r and r(f) = j’(Y) 
Proof. We first make several reductions. 
There is an embedding 2: P+P’x P which is the graph of g so g(y) = (g(y), y). 
This induces a diagram 
r( 
rx 
I ’ 
-P 
XP 
Since a and q , and -!- and ?- are fiber squares; it follows that a and @ are q a 
fiber squares. See, for example [I, I]. Furthermore, by Corollary 1.2, F x 1 is trans- 
verse to r and T(F x 1) = T(F) x P. Thus, we may reduce the problem to the case of 
[ml. Thus, we may as well assume that our original g was a closed embedding. 
Secondly, since transversality is a local problem we may replace P’ by a neigh- 
borhood V’ of a point y and P by P n V’, N’ by U’C F-‘(V’) a neighborhood of x, 
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Furthermore by the transversality assumption on F and g we may, by the implicit 
function theorem, choose coordinates about x and y so that U’s U x R’S V x Rk4 V’ 
and F(x, u) = tf(x, u), u) and f(,r, 0) = f(x). 
UxR’> VxR’ 
8’ 
J 5 
8 
u x (0) -L v x (0) 
Now, if x E U X {0}, then Qk(f[x))’ Qk(F,,,), thus, by the characterization of I by 
the associated algebras T(F) fl (U x (0)) = r(f). Thus, it remains to show trans- 
versality. However, a fiber square argument shows g’ is transverse to I(F) and then 
that j”(F) 0 g’ is transverse to I. Then, since f(x, 0) = f(x), f(x, u) = f(x) + 2 Uih;(X, u). 
A direct computation using this shows that (with j: jk(n, p)kJk(n + r, p + 
D,,,,(jk(F)og’)T,U = Dj(Dj’(f))T,U mod(T.Yk . F). Thus, by Lemma 1, f is trans- 
verse to r. 
Q.E.D. 
Although this proposition gives us the transversality condition we need, we will 
need a stronger condition on the singularity submanifold I to control the effects of 
perturbations. 
Definifion. A singularity submanifold r C Jk(n, p) satisfies the immersion condition 
if for any C-stable mapping f: N -+P, f/I’u): rCf) + P is a Cm-immersion. 
This is, in fact, a very reasonable condition because the x’-orbit, I, of a 
k-%-determined germ satisfies r c xi,,;? .,,,, i,,O for some 1 by [6, IV, 521. However, by 
the Boardman theory, this singularity set satisfies the immersion condition. 
02. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF TOPOLOGKALLY STABLE MAPPINGS 
Here we collect several useful elementary properties about topologically stable 
mappings most of which follow readily from properties of mt-stable mappings. 
Let I be a singularity submanifold C J’(n, p), and f: N-P a smooth mapping, we 
define r”(f) = {x E NJf,,, is Co-equivalent to a C”-stable germ of type I}. 
Definition. r is a local topological invariant if there is an open neighborhood 
2 3 I in J’(~I, p) such that C”-stable germs of type I are CO-distinct from C”-stable 
germs of type z\r. 
Remark. We may assume that 2 is invariant under .%? so we 
sub-bundles of J’(N, P) using I and 2. 
can construct 
Lastly, we recall that for a mapping f: N + P, E(f) = {x E NlDf is 
denotes the critical set of f. 
not surjective} 
It is also useful to have the topological analogue of a stratification, e.g. 18, §Il. 
Definition. If X C M a manifold then a fopological stratification of X is a 
decomposition X = US, such that: the S, are disjoint (locally flat) topological 
(I 
manifolds in M, {S,} is locally finite, and the S, satisfy the axiom of the frontier. 
We can then first state, when N is compact. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. If f: N-, P is a topologically stable mapping: 
(1) z:cf) is the set of points x, where f(,, is not a germ of a topological submersion. 
(2) f IZU): C(f )‘P is a uniformly finite-to-one map. 
(3) There is a topological stratification of N, T(f). such that the germs fill and f,,,, are 
co equivalent iff x, x’ belong to the same strata of TV). 
_ 
(4) For any singularity submanifold r, P(j) is a union of the strata of T(f) (or 
empty). 
Proof. Since f is topologically stable, there is a neighborhood of mappings 
CO-equivalent to it. By the density of the mt-stable mappings, there is an mt-stable 
mapping f,, CO-equivalent to f. We first verify the results for f,. By the construction of 
the stratification of the jet bundle, any germ of an mt-stable mapping has a suspension 
which is topologically a Cm-stable germ. If the germ is topologically a submersion, so 
are its suspensions and so the C”-stable germ is Co-equivalent to a submersion. 
However, by the topological classification, the only such C”-stable germ is a germ of a 
C’“-submersion. Thus, the original germ must have been a submersion. The converse 
is trivial. Then, (2) follows because f, is of finite singularity type. For (3), we have a 
Whitney stratification of N such that the topological type of f(+, is constant on 
connected components of strata. We consider the equivalence relation x1 - x2 if fcIo is 
Co-equivalent to fCx2,. The equivalence classes consist of union of strata of the 
Whitney stratification. We claim that the set of equivalence classes is a topological 
stratification. Any local Co-equivalence between fC+,) and ffxzJ induces a local Co- 
equivalence between germ’s in a neighborhood of xl and x2. Thus, such a local 
Co-equivalence preserves the equivalence classes. Then, each equivalence class has a 
strata (of the Whitney stratification) of largest dimension. For a point in such a strata 
the equivalence class is locally a locally flat manifold; thus, it must be so everywhere in 
the equivalence class. By the same argument, if a point of a class S, is in the closure of 
an equivalence class S, then every point of S, must be in the closure. Local finiteness 
is obvious. Lastly (4) follows by the definition of the topological stratification. 
Now for the original f, all but (1) follows since these properties are preserved 
under Co-equivalence. For (l), suppose x E Z(f) but x is the germ of a topological 
submersion. Let X’cf) = (x E N/f,,, is not Co-equivalent to the germ of a submersion}. 
Then, C’(_f) is closed, x6 I;“cf) and Z.“(f) has a finite number of topological com- 
ponents (in fact, Z’cf) is the union of all strata of Tcf) except the open strata of 
Co-submersions). Now, by the topological classification [1,2] we can make arbitrarily 
small perturbations of f to f’ in a neighborhood U of x disjoint from X’cf) so that 
either mCf’(,,) > 1 (if n = p), or the zero variety V, is not a germ of a topological n-p 
manifold if n > p. Then, C”u’> = X0(f) U C(f'lU>. Thus, f’ and f are topologically 
distinct and f is not CO-stable. Since we will give a far more refined perturbation 
argument, we do not give the details at this time. 
As a simple corollary of this proposition we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. If f: N-P is’ any smooth mapping and I- is a local ropological 
invariant, then F”(f) is a (locally fiat) topological submanifold of N. 
Proof. If g: R”, O-+lV, 0 is a C”-stable germ of type r then j’(g) is transverse to r 
so T(g) is a germ of a submanifold. However, at points x near 0, g is still 
infinitesimally stable but j’(g)(x) E Z - r, so xe p(g). Thus r’(g) = T(g). Then, any 
germ ftl, Co-equivalent to g will have r”(f) a germ of a topological manifold of 
codim = codim r. 
To examine the topological structure of a perturbation, we will use the corollary 
and the following definition. 
Definirion. If r is a singularity submanifold and f: N-+P a smooth mapping then 
x E N is a r-pinch-point if there is a homeomorphism of (Cl(P(f)), x) in a neighbor- 
hood of x with (C, 0) where C is a cone z&x: = 0, with not all A; having the same sign. 
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By the topological structure of such a cone, such points are well-defined topologic- 
ally and are isolated. Thus, for a compact N there are only a finite number. Also, we 
remark that the condition on the coefficients Ai is necessary for if the form were 
positive definite, {x&xx,‘= 0) would be a point. We would not be able to conclude 
topologically anything about x, even if we knew it were a point in r(f). 
53. THEPERTURRATIONTHEOREM 
To obtain information about the mapping from perturbations of it, the pertur- 
bations must be performed in a specified manner. In this section we will prove the 
perturbation theorem, which is exactly the tool needed for such an investigation. This 
theorem is a generalization of a perturbation lemma of May[4, Lemma 1 A]. The idea 
of May was to perturb a mapping non-transverse to a submanifold at a point to one 
transverse in all normal directions except one and having a Morse singularity in the 
remaining direction. Here we modify this idea to make two perturbations which agree 
outside a neighborhood of the point and have a precise relationship with each other. 
We begin with 
LEMMA (PERTURBATION LEMMA) 3.1. Let f: X+ Y be a smooth map between smooth 
manifolds of dim X = n and dim Y = p and Z C Y a submanifold of codim = p - m 
with n > p - m. Suppose f(x) E Z but f is not transverse to Z at x and let U 3 x be a 
neighborhood in X. Then, there is a smooth mapping F: X x (- 1, I)*+ Y such that 
(1) F(x, 0,O) = f(x) all x E x. 
(2) F(x, t, s) = f(x) for all xg U. 
(3) For any 6 > 0 and neighborhood W with x E WC U, there are t, s with 
ItI, Is/ < 6 and neighborhoods x E U,C U, C W so that: (a) F-,(x, t,O)(Z) fI U, is 
homeomorphic to a cone I;Aix? = 0, (b) F-‘(x, t, s>(Z) f~ U, is homeomorphic to a 
generalized hyperboloid CAix;Z = E, (c) F(x, t, 0) = F(x, t, s) for x E U2. 
(4) Furthermore, if f(U) C Z,, with Z, a submanifold in a neighborhood of f(x) 
such that Z, intersects Z transversally, and n > dim Z, then we can arrange that 
F(x, t, s)(U) C Z, and that for fixed t, s with t + 0, F(x, t, s) is a submersion (onto Z,) 
on U,\K, where K 3 x is a submanifold with dim K <dim Z,. 
Proof. Since this is a local result, we can choose neighborhoods V of f(x) and U, 
of x with U, C U so that (V, V fl Z,, VII Z, f(x));(RP, R’, R”, 0) and (U,, x)G(R”, 0) 
with f (U,) C V. Thus, we can assume f: R “-+RP and is not transverse to R” at 0 (and 
R’ t-j R” = Rr+m-p). 
Furthermore, we can choose coordinates for RP, y,,. .,yp_,,,, y;, yi,. ,y,i,, and R” 
so that R” is given by yi = 0, 1 I i SP -m and the coordinate functions of f are 
f,,...,fp-m,f;,...,f~ with fi(x)=xi,IIi~q,Dof;=O,q<i~p-m. (q<p-m since 
f is not transverse). 
Let D02fP_m =4(x,,..., x,). Then, there is a quadratic form 4, such that (4 + 
t&)(0,0. . . 0, x - p nl,..‘? &I is nonsingular for -1stsl. Furthermore, if 
rk(4(O,O...O,x,_, ,..., x,)) < n -p + m, then we can freely choose the index of c5 + 
t+, on the remaining terms for say t > 0. Lastly, we let p(x, s) denote the standard C” 
bump function with p(x, s) = 0 if (xl> s and p(x, s) = 1 for 1x1 <s/2. [lo, Lemma 1.31. 
We define u(x, s): R” x(-l, 1)-R 
S 4 0, 
s =o. 
A straightforward calculation shows that u is smooth and flat at 0. In fact, u can be 
thought of as a parametrized bump function whose bump 
s-+0. We define 
becomes infinitely flat as 
by 
g(x, t, s): R” x (- 1, l)*-+Rp 
gi(x, t, s) = tx; q < i <p - m, 
gp-m(K t, s) = QJ,(X) + 4-T s) 
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and all other coordinates = 0. Then, we define 
by 
F(x, t, s): R” x (- 1, l)‘-tRP 
F(x, t, s) = f(x) + P(llXJ12, l)g(x, t, s). 
Since p(lJxll’, 1) = 0 when IIxII 2 1, we have F(x, t, s) = f(x) for &x/l > 1. Thus, this 
F(x, f, s) extends identically by f(x) to a mapping F(x, t, s): X X (- 1, l)*+ Y which 
already satisfies (2). We verify the other properties: 
(1) Follows since g(x, 0,O) = 0. For (3), we have when t $I 0 and llxll< s/2 that 
Fp_” = fp_,,, + ~c#I, + c where c = e-l” ’ if sf0 or=0 if s=O. We may now choose 
(1) coordinates xf” = Fi(x, t, s), y!‘) = y, for 4 < i < p - m, so that y!” = x!“; yp-” = 
yp-,,, - h(yi(“) with h choosen so that 4 + t+, - h only depends on Xi, p - m 5 i 5 n and 
is non-singular. By the Morse lemma, we may choose new coordinates for the Xi, 
p - m I i 5 n, say xj”, so that yyl,,, 0 F = c + CAixj”2, p - m 5 i 5 n, with Ai = -C 1, in 
some neighborhood U; 3 0. When s = 0, for fixed t we have F(x, t, O)-‘(Z) 17 U; is 
given by 
x!” = 0, 1 5 i < p - m, and ~Ajx/“* = 0. 
For the same t, we show how to choose s, see Fig. 1. First we require (a) that 
B(& s) = ix: II x 2 < s2} C lJ{, Secondly, we require that (b) e-“” < s*/2. Thirdly, for s II 
sufficiently small ~(x, s) = 0 outside of a compact set of Vi. Thus, Z/Ii(X)!‘)‘+ a(x, s) 
is continuous in the Whitney topology. Thus, by the stability of Morse functions, for s 
sufficiently small XAiX!“’ + a(x, s) = 0 is non-empty by (b) and homeomorphic to the 
generalized hyperbola C A:x!“* = E. Thus, we choose for U2 = B(x, s) and for U, = 
B(x, s,) with s, > s and B(x, s,) C U;. This completes the verification of (3). 
For (4) we go back to modify the f: which up to now we have ignored. By our 
assumptions, we may assume that R’ is given by y: = 0, 1 zz i I P - r and fi = 0, 
1 5 i ‘p - r. We let L = subspace spanned by df:IH, p - r < i, where H = 
(x,-,, . . . , x,). Suppose L = (dfi_,+,, . . . , df;). Then,choose (u,+,, . . . , v,)complementary 
to L and define y: = f: + tq, I < i 5 m. This is possible since n > r. By construction, 
the {dfi, 1 5 i < p - m ; df:, p - r < i I m} are linearly independent in a neighborhood 
of 0 and the quadratic part of f,-,,, is a nonsingular quadratic form on x,_, , _ . ,x,. 
Thus, df,_, will always be linearly independent of the other dfi and will also be 
linear1 y independent of df: except on a submanifold of codim = 
n-(p-m-I)-(r-(p-m))=n+l-r. 
Q.E.D. 
From this we are ready to derive the perturbation theorem. We consider a 
singularity submanifold r which’satisfies: 
(1) it is a manifold C I’(n, p) whenever n - p = c, a constant, 
(2) it consists of I - X-determined jets, 
(3) it is a local topological invariant, 
(4) it satisfies the immersion condition. 
F(x,t,d- (2) 
Flx,t,O)-’ (2) 
FIG. I. 
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THEOREM (PERTURBATION THEOREM) 3.2. Let f: N-P be an S-stable mapping (N 
compact) with r C J’(n, p) as above. If f is not transverse to r at x E N, then there is 
a k > 0, and f,, f? topologically stable and topologically equivalent to f x 1: N x 
T’-+P x Tk and neighborhoods U?C U, of (x, 1) such that: 
(1) f, = f? on a neighborhood of Z(J,)\ lJz = X(fz)\ U:. 
(2) f, and fz consist of C”-stable map germs at points of U, except on a subset of 
dim < dim r”(f). 
(3) Cl(r”>(f?)> II U, is homeomorphic to C, where C is the cone X&x? = 0 and 
Cl(T”)cf?)) n U, is homeomorphic to a generalized hyperboloid ZAi.Y,’ = E (here recall 
r”(f) = Ix E N: fu, is topologically equivalent to a C”-stable germ of type r). 
Proof. Let k, = codim X’ . (fcx,) in /‘(n, p); and with c = p - n choose k > 2kI + c. 
The mapping C”(N, P)-,C’(N x T’, P x T’) given by f-f x 1 is continuous in the 
Whitney topology. Since f x 1 is CO-stable, there is an open neighborhood W, of 
mappings Co-equivalent to it. Thus, there is an open neighborhood W,, f such that if 
g E Wz, g x 1 E W,. Thus, g x 1 is CO-stable. 
Since f,X, is I- X-determined, it is of finite singularity type in a neighborhood U of 
x by [6, III]. Since finite singularity type can be given by a transversality condition, by 
the relative transversality theorem, there is a f’ E W2 such that f’[U = f/U and f’ is of 
finite singularity type. Furthermore, since by Sard’s theorem the set of critical values 
has measure zero, there is an arbitrarily small perturbation of f’ by a local isotopy so 
that x is the only singular point mapping to f(x). Thus, the perturbed mapping is still 
of finite singularity type, since it is an open condition, and in W,. We will still denote 
this map by f’. Also, f’ is still not transverse to r at x (since it differs from f at x by a 
local diffeomorphism). 
Let F be a stable unfolding of f’. We have the diagram 
N+P 
Since f’-‘(f(x)) I? X(f’) = {x}, F-‘(F(j(x))) fI Z(F) = {j(x)}. Now we consider the local 
situation. 
Since r satisfies the immersion condition, there is a neighborhood Y, of j(x) such 
that F in an embedding of T(F) n Y,. Furthermore, by the local invariance of I-, there 
is a neighborhood 2 of r with C”-stable germs in Z\r topologically distinct from 
those in r. By shrinking Y, if necessary, we may, in addition, assume that j’(F)( Y,) C 
2. Thirdly, since F-‘(F(j(x))) n Z(F) = {j(x)} and F is proper, there is a neighborhood 
YZ of F(j(x)) such that F-‘(Yz) fl 2(F) C Y,. Thus, we may replace Y, by Y, fl 
F-‘( YZ), still calling it Y,. Next, since Fcjcx,, is a C”-stable germ, n’(=dim N’) 2 n + k,, 
so for smaller neighborhoods of j(x) and F 0 j(x), which we still denote by Y, and Yz, 
F is C’“-equivalent to F, x I, where F,: R”+kI-+RP +‘I is a Cm-stable unfolding of f’(rJ, by 
[6, IV, Thm B]. Thus, if we let E = image RPfkf x (0) under the C”-equivalence, then E 
is a submanifold in the neighborhood Y2 of F 0 j(x) and is transverse to F(T(F) n Y,) 
by Proposition 1.3. Lastly, we may assume that Y, and Yz are relatively compact; 
then the sets U = j-‘( Y,) and V = i-‘( Y,) have the corresponding properties for f. 
Now, let 57: P x Tk+P be the projection. Since i is transverse to F so is i 0 r. 
Also, i is not transverse to Fey at j(x) by Proposition 1.3; thus, neither is ior. In 
addition, F(T(F))n Yz is a submanifold of codim = k, + c <k. If (x, l)E N X Tk 
denotes the point (x, 1, 1, . . . , I), let V’ = V x V’ be a relatively compact neighborhood 
of (f’(x), 1) in P x Tk. Then, U’ = U x V’ and V’ have. the same properties as Yi and 
u, v. 
We have i 0 r( V’) C E by our choice of E; E intersects F(T(F)) n Y2 trans- 
versally; and dim E = p + k, <p + k. Thus, we are in a position to apply the preli- 
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minary perturbation lemma to i 0 5;: P x T ‘+P’ with submanifold F(I(F))rl Y1 in- 
tersected transversally by E in a neighborhood If’ of f’(x). Thus, there is a mapping 
G(y, t, s): P x T’ x (- 1, l)‘-+P’ with the appropriate properties. Since G is smooth 
and constant outside of a V’, it is continuous as a function of (t, s) in the Whitney 
topology. Then, the set of mappings P x T’ +P’ which are transverse to F is open 
(since it is only necessary to be transverse to the Whitney stratification of P’ 
associated to F [8, $31). Thus, there is a neighborhood of 0 in (- 1, l)‘, consisting of 
mappings G(y, t, s) transverse to F for fixed (t, s). We 
(- 1, 1)‘. 
From G, we want to obtain a parametrized family 
Consider the fiber square 
M--------, N’ 
F I 
may as well assume it is all of 
of mappings N X T’*P x Tk. 
4 
PXl+X(-1,1)-P’ 
G(Y, t, 0) = G,. 
We view M c N’ x P x Tk x (-1, 1) and (a/at) as a vector field on N’ x P x TL x 
(- 1, 1). Since G(y, t, 0) is transverse to F for each fixed t, the projection of M onto 
(-1, 1) is a submersion. Let Xi be vector field on M by projecting (a/at> onto TM at 
each point. It is not zero at any point by the submersion property. Also, for a given y 
if G(y, t,O) = F(x) is independent of t, then (x, y) x (- 1, 1) C M so X,(X, Y, t> = 
(a/dt)(x, y, t). Thus, if G(y, t,O) is constant, independent of t, then the projection pr2 
from M onto P x Tk will be constant along the integral curve of Xi through (y, t, 0). 
We let X = IIpri.Xill-‘. X I with prl projection onto (-1, 1). Since the fibers of M 
over (- 1, 1) are compact, we can integrate X in a neighborhood of 0 to obtain a flow 
4, which induces a diffeomorphism of fibers. Then, the map Q,: N x Tk -+ P x Tk 
given by @,(x, u) = przo 4, for It/ < E is a smooth function of x, u, t and @,, = f’ x 1. 
Since @, is continuous in the Whitney topology, there is an E’ < E such that @, E W, 
for JtJ < E’. For any fixed )tl < E’ we can ,repeat the construction for G(y, t, s) and 
obtain a flow JI, for IsI < l , then GJ 0 4, is a diffeomorphism which varies smoothly 
with s. With this we obtain a q,: N X Tk -+ P x T’ and since \IIO = @, we again have an 
E; < l l so that 9, E WI for IsI < E;. 
We claim that @I and 9, fixed t, sItI< E’, IsI < E; are our desired f, and f2. 
By construction, f,, f: E W, so they are topologically stable and Co-equivalent to 
f’ x 1, and hence f x 1. For our Uz C U,, we choose (f’ X l)-‘( Vi) n U’ where the Vi are 
given by the preliminary perturbation lemma. By our construction of the vector fields, 
we have that QI = qIr, on (f’ x l)-‘(P x T’)\ V,) = N X Tk\(f’ x l)-‘( V2). However, Uz U 
(N x T’\(f’ x l)-‘( V,)) is a neighborhood of C(f’ X 1) so @, = vr, on a neighborhood of 
%J’ X l>\Uz. Since x(QI) and x,(ys) C U2 U c(f’ X l), we have property (1). 
Secondly, we examine for fixed (t, s) where Cp, and 9X consist of C”-stable germs 
in U,. Since G(x, t, s) (t+ 0) is a submersion onto E except on the submanifold K, we 
have that the germ of the fiber product mapping at (x”, y), where F(x”) = G(y, t, S) 
with ye K, is C’ equivalent to Ftx7 x 1 and hence is a C’“-stable germ. Also, if 
x” B: Z(F), then F is a submersion at x” so again the fiber product mapping is a 
submersion so C’-stable. Also, G(y, t, s) is transverse to F, in fact, we constructed it 
transverse to the stratification of F. By examining the derivative on K, we see that 
G(y, t, s)lK is transverse to the stratification of F. Thus, both @L’(K) n C(@,) and 
*$-‘(K) fl Z(\Ir,) are finite unions of manifolds of dimensions <dim K. Since we have 
shown that each consists of Cm-stable germs at points off of these sets, this verifies 
condition (2). 
Lastly, we must verify the properties of Cl(p(fn)) n U,. By our choice of Y, we 
have j’(Q,)( U,), j’(‘u,)( U,) C Z. Since I is a local topological invariant in Z and our f= 
consist of C”-stable germs in U,\(f,-‘(K) II C(fm)), r(f,) = r”(fa) off of f,-‘(K) n Z(f_). 
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Since Puu) is locally a topological submanifold of dim = n + k - k, > n + k, + c, while 
dim(f,-‘(K) II Xv)) sdim K = p + k, - I < n + k, + c. it follows that only points of 
f,-‘(K) II Z:Cr) in Cl(r(f,)) can be in P(f=). Thus, Cl(P(f,))) II U, = 17fa) II U,. To 
compute rCr,) rl U,, we recall that in the proof of Proposition 1.3, that r(f_) n U, is 
the fiber product of 
uf,) n u, - 
I 
rcF)n Y, 
I . F 
v,- Y- 
CL - 
Since FIT(F) rl Y, is an embedding, we have that r(f,) rl 17, is homeomorphic to 
G,-‘(F@(F)) fl YZ), where G, = appropriate G(., 1, s). In turn, G,-‘(F(T(F)) f7 Yz) is 
either the cone or generalized hyperbola by the preliminary perturbation lemma. This 
completes condition (3). 
Q.E.D. 
44. TRANSVERSALITY RESULTS FOR S-STABLE MAPPINGS 
With the perturbation lemma and the basic properties of topologically stable 
mappings established, we are in a position to prove the necessary transversality 
results for S-stable mappings. In particular, we must prove for an S-stable mapping 
f: N + P that: it is transverse to X-orbits of codim 5 n, it misses X-orbits of 
codim > n, and it is multi-transverse to the X-orbits of codim 5 n. 
We first have the basic transversality theorem. Let r be a singularity submanifold 
CJ’(n, p), for n -p = c, which is a local topological invariant, consists of I -X- 
determined jets, and satisfies the immersion condition. 
THEOREM 4. I. Let r be as above and f: N-P with n - p = c be an S-stable 
mapping, then f is transverse to r. 
Proof. Suppose f is not transverse to r at x. By the perturbation theorem, we can 
find fl, fi topologically stable and CD-equivalent to f x 1 satisfying the perturbation 
theorem for r and x. By choosing k large enough, we can arrange that the cone in the 
theorem, CAixt = 0, has Ai of both signs. 
We proceed to count the r-pinch points for f, and ft. These points are singular 
points so they lie in ccfr), ccfi). Since fi are equal in a neighborhood of Ccfi)\UI, the 
number outside of Uz are the same. However, in U2, f, has one while f2 does not. 
Thus, the number differs countradicting the fact that f, and fz are Co-equivalent. Thus, 
f must have been transverse to r. 
Q.E.D. 
We then have 
COROLLARY 4.2. If f: N+P is S-stable then it is transverse to the X-orbits of all 
C”-stable germs which occur in the nice dimensions. 
Proof. By the topological classification theorems of [l] and [2], these orbits are 
local topological invariants and easily satisfy the other conditions. 
Remark. We can extend this to transversality to the orbits of the simple germs, 
again by the topological classification theorems. 
Next we have a corollary which guarantees that we miss certain singularity sets. 
Let r be a semi-algebraic singularity submanifold, which is open and dense in r,, a 
singularity set, for n -p = c. Also, suppose that r is a local topological invariant. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Given r C r, above, suppose that f: N+P is S-stable with n - p = 
c and n < codim r then r,(f I= 4. 
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Proof. Suppose x E I,U>. We want to apply the perturbation theorem, but we 
must choose f’ in the proof of the theorem to satisfy additional conditions since we do 
not know f and I, satisfy the condition of the theorem at x. We refer to the 
neighborhood W, of f in the proof of the perturbation theorem such that g E W, 
implies g x 1 is CO-stable and Co equivalent to f x 1. We first modify f within W, to an 
f” such that j”cf”)(x) E IO C I. The IO is open in r;,‘(I), consists of I’- X-determined 
/‘-jets, satisfies the immersion condition, and is invariant under X”. 
We know that there exists an I’> 1, such that the set of I’- X-determined jets in 
r;:(I) is open and dense[7,§11]. If we examine polynomial unfoldings G of such jets 
viewed as germs, then they can be stratified by[8]. Then T(G) is semi-algebraic and 
will intersect a finite number of strata. Then, I’(G) satisfies the immersion condition 
on the union of the open components of these intersections and the complement is 
nowhere-dense. If we take the set of such points in r;,‘(I) it will be invariant under 
X”, and hence satisfies our conditions. Now we choose a homotopy f, of germs such 
that f. = j”(f)(x) and f, E To, tf 0. We use a bump function to extend f, to a smooth 
homotopy fi: N+P constant outside a neighborhood of x. Then, for t sufficiently 
small fi E W, and we can apply the proof of the perturbation theorem to fi (even 
though we do not know f, is S-stable), and then the transversality theorem to obtain a 
contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
From the next section it will follow that there are a finite number of semi-algebraic 
singularity submanifolds’ Ii which are local topological invariants and have the 
property that any .Yk-orbit of codim > n in the nice dimensions (n, p), lies in the 
closure of one of the I’i (i.e. of an appropriate rri/(Ii)). Thus, we can conclude from 
the preceding two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If f: N-+P is S-stable and (n, p) are in the nice dimensions, then f 
is transverse to all XL-orbits, k 2 0. 
Lastly, we must verify the multi-transversality condition. At this point we are 
considering an S-stable mapping f: N-+P with the property that every germ fcx, is a 
Cm-stable germ. Furthermore, the topological stratification T(J) is exactly the 
stratification by C--type, and f is an immersion on each strata. Also, flXcf> is finite to 
one and f is of finite singularity type. 
For f, multi-transversality to the .X-orbits can be described geometrically as 
follows: let {xi, . . . , x,} = F-'(y) fl %_f) and Si be the stratum containing xi, then Sj = I,(f) 
where Ii are appropriate Xk-orbits, which are local Co-invariants. Then, f is multi- 
transverse at {xi , . . . , x,} if the diagonal map TJ’ + &(T,PID,f(T’S;)) is surjective. If 
i=l 
F: N’+P’ is a stable unfolding of f: 
F 
N'- P’ 
iJ Ji 
I 
N-P 
Then Ii satisfy the immersion condition and since F is infinitesimally stable, F is 
multi-transverse to the Ii at G(Xi) ,. . . , j(x,)}. Thus, identifying xi and y with their 
images by i and j we have T,P’~~(T,P’/DF(T,,Ti(F))) is surjective. 
i=l 
Since i is transverse to F, 
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Thus, f is multi-transverse to the Si at {x,,. . ,x,} iff 
T,P’ = T,P + n DF( T,, Ti(F)). 
Then, the multi-transversality of F implies that 3 F(T,(F)) is a submanifold in a 
neighborhood of y and the condition for the multi-transversality of f reduces to i 
being transverse to this submanifold at y, 
With this said, we are ready to proceed. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let f: N+P be an S-stable mapping with the stratification T(j) 
given by r,(f) with ri C Jb(n, p), singularity submanifolds which are local topological 
invariants, satisfy the immersion condition, and consist of ii - X-determined germs for 
n -p = c. Then, f is multi-transverse to the ri. 
Proof. Since f is of finite singularity type, we let F: N’+P’ be a stable unfolding 
so we have 
N’- P’ 
N-P 
If f is not multi-transverse at {xi,. . . :xr} = f-‘(y) n I(f), then i is not transverse to the 
submanifold M = II F(ri(F)) 17 V’ (for V’ a sufficiently small neighborhood of i(y)) at 
y. Again neither is ior; P x T” += P’. Now we repeat the proof of the perturbation 
theorem, except this time we are interested in the target P x T’ in a neighborhood of 
V 3 (y, 1) with i 0 rr( V) C V’. We obtain f,, f2: N x Tk + P x Tk with f<, topologically 
stable and equivalent to f X 1 and (y, I) C Vz C V, C V so that 
(1) f, = f2 on a neighborhood of Z(f ,)\f,-‘( V,) = C(fz)\fz-‘( Vz). 
(2) c7 f=(ri(f_)) fl V, is homeomorphic to C - (0) where C is a cone IAA,x? = 0 if 
(Y = 1, 0: a generalized hyperbola if a = 2. 
Now, let us call a point y’E P X T’ a y-similar point for g: N x Tk-+P X T’ if 
g-‘(y) n X(g) = {xi, . . , x:} and {g,.ci,, . . . . g,.+} occur in the same ri(f) and with the same 
. . . 
multtpliclty as ljtr,, ,. . . , fcx,,}. Clearly being a y-similar point only depends topologically 
on the germs fcl, for x E g-‘(y’) fl Z(g), and is preserved by topological equivalence. 
If we let S(g) denote the set of y similar points, then we can define a y-pinch- 
point as a point y’ where (y’ U S(g), y’) is locally homeomorphic to a cone ZAiXt = 0 
with not all Ai of the same sign. Then, y-pinch points are isolated and contained in 
g(Z(g)), hence finite in number. Now if we count y-pinch-points for the f. we obtain 
by an argument similar to an earlier one a different number hence they are topologic- 
ally distinct, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
From this we now immediately obtain Theorem 1; but we also obtain results 
outside of the nice dimensions. We recall the notion of simple algebras [I, II] or [2], 
which are algebras Q which can only be deformed to a finite number of distinct 
algebras. We define for f: N+P 
II(f) = {x E N: Q(f& is not simple}. 
We also let 
n*(f) =f-‘(f(W). 
Then, with a(n, p) as defined in [6, V] to determine the nice dimensions. 
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THEoREaf 2. If f: N -+ P is S-stable ((n, p. arbitrary and N compact), then f is a 
C--stable mapping on the complement of a set of codim 2 a(n, p) - max{O, n - p}. 
More precisely 
(i) codim n*(f) L a(n, p) - max{O, n - p}. 
(ii) fl: N\II*(f)+P\f(n(f)) is C”-stable. 
Proof. By [I, II] and the addendum on simple types in [2], the complex algebra 
Q(f) @ ,& is a topological invariant for C’-stable germs of simple type. However, 
since contact class orbits with the same complex algebra have the same codimension, 
the real algebra type is a local topological invariant. Thus, by Theorem 4.1 and 
Proposition 4.5, f(N\II*(f) is multi-transverse to all contact orbits. As 
fl: N\Il*(f)- P\f(II(f)), is proper fl is C”-stable [6. VI. 
By Proposition 2.1 and the topological classification for the nice dimensions and 
outside of the nice dimensions, it follows that n(f) is a union of strata of T(f) of 
codim 2 u(n,p). Then, the result for codim n*(f) and codim f(n(f)) follows for 
mt-stable mappings by [7, §6] and, in general, by the same reasoning used in Pro- 
position 2.1. This completes the proof. 
As a corollary we have 
COROLLARY 4.6. If f: N+P is S-stable ((n, p) arbitrary and N compact) and 
Q(f(J is simple for all x E N, then f is C”-stable. 
$5. OUTSIDE THE NICE DIMENSIONS 
To finish up a remaining detail, we must exhibit the finite set of I-i with the 
property that any X’-orbit of codim > n with (n, p) in the nice dimensions lies in the 
closure of one of the Ti. 
In the classification of stable germs in the nice dimensions, for example, [2,3] 
[6, VI] and [9] it is shown that if a germ is not of simple type, it lies in the closure of 
one of the following types: 
n 5 p: (1) X;, i > 5; (2) Z5.(,,; (3) L.(Z); (4) XUG (5) (,r*, ~‘1 or (6) &.z.~!~. 
n >p: (1) Xn-p+n r > n - p + 2; (2) X,,-p+2,c5j; (3) i E i; (4) i E 2; (5) iia; (6) 
(XY f Z4, 2YZ -X2 + Z’); (7) &,+,.3; (8) &cl,2,2 or (9) E8. 
For the simple types we can find a finite number of orbits of lowest codimension 
outside of the nice dimensions for each (n, p). Thus, the union of these types gives US 
a finite number in each dimension. 
It follows from the topological classification [ 1,2] that these types are local 
topological invariants with the exception of X3(3, when p -n = 1 and &.,z, when 
p - n = 5 (this is due to the restriction on p - n in [ 1, I, $31). These two special cases 
can also be topologically distinguished using a special calculation for these examples, 
which we do not include here. 
This completes the details for the structure outside the nice dimensions. 
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